Inglorious Geeks  Episode 5
1) 
Greetings
2) 
Jason’s Corner
● Blizzard’s blue posts
○ New legion beta changes – Notes from MMOChampion
■ Healers have AOE rez.
■ Q&A was for PVP this week.
■ PVP stat templates based off iLvl of gear.
■ General lack of information about balancing PvP as we’re just 2 months
away but they’re working on it.
■ Artifacts aren’t tuned for PvP nor are they once they are maxed out but
will be.
■ In Legion you’ll earn gear when you win a battleground, skirmish or arena.
■ Strong boxes contain potions or Mark of Honor
■ PVP gear will have the random upgrade +5, +10, +15 or more like PVE
gear will have.
■ More fun than grinding currency to buy from vendor.
■ Bad luck protection for PVP gear like PVE.
■ PVP gear isn’t quite as good for PVE as it is in Warlords
■ Honor and conquest converting to gold.
■ Rated content gives 50% more honor than unrated.
■ Rated content gives increased upgrade chance from gear you get.
■ The higher rated you are the higher the chance you’ll get higher rated
gear.
■ Double the seasons so reset in 1015 weeks
■ No new battlegrounds
■ Removed engineering toys from unrated battlegrounds but will possibly
bring them back.
■ Prestige levels 150 and ability to reset.
● 2nd level gives PvP artifact appearance
● 3rd rewards Courser mount
● 4th rewards a pennant, faction skin & also a title
3) April  Famous Geeky Birthdays
4) Chris  Cosplay
5) April  Top 5 Game of Throne Characters
5) Olenna Tyrell
4) Jon Snow
3) Arya Stark
2) Daenerys Targaryen
1) Tyrion Lannister
6) Game of Thrones  Season 6 Review  http://gameofthrones.wikia.com/wiki/Season_6
● Episode 1  “The Red Woman”

○

●

At Castle Black, Thorne defends his treason while Edd and Davos defend
themselves. Sansa and Theon race the cold and the hounds.
■ Myranda is killed by Theon. Sansa and Theon had jumped from the wall
and managed to survive and are chased by hounds but are saved by
Brienne and Podrick.
■ Arya is blind and in the streets asking for money and has to defend
herself.
■ Varys and Tyrion walking through Meereen and Tyrion's bad Valyrian
makes a woman think he’s going to eat her baby but Varys explains he’s
just being generous.
■ Varys has spies around the city looking for the leader of the Sons of the
Harpy and while talking about this they find that the ships in the harbor
had been set aflame.
■ Daario and Jorah are looking for Daenerys who has been taken by the
Dothraki where she will be forced to the temple of Vae Dothrak with the
other Khal’s widows to become a Dosh khaleen.
■ Ellaria deceives Doran after Doran finds out that Myrcella has died.
Tyene stabs Areo Hotah and Ellaria stabs Doran in the chest.
■ Cersei receives Myrcella as Jaime returns to King's Landing.
■ Margaery is imprisoned by the faith and High Sparrow threw her in with
Loras who tells her she needs to confess first.
■ Obara and Nymeria fight Trystane on his ship and Obara impales him
through the back of his head with her spear when he turns his back on
her.
■ Ser Davos is and the men loyal to Jon Snow are held up in a room where
they are told to leave as they want to burn the body of of Jon.
■ Red witch Melisandre arrives at the wall where we have the crazy
400yearold woman scene.
Episode 2  “Home”
○ Bran trains with the Threeeyed raven. In King’s Landing, Jaime advises
Tommen. Tyrion demands good news, but has to make his own. At Castle Black,
the Night’s Watch stands behind Thorne. Ramsay Bolton proposes a plan, and
Balon Greyjoy entertains other proposals.
■ Bran continues his training under the ThreeEyed Raven at the tree and is
warned about staying too long in a vision as we learn about Hodor was
normal at one point.
■ Ser Gregor Clegane, the mountain, kills a man who had taunted Cersi
during her walk of atonement.
■ Cersei can’t attend Myrcella’s funeral since Tommen ordered her confined
to the Red Keep for fear she is rearrested.
■ Jaime threatens the High Sparrow who is unafraid to die and says that
they mean nothing individually and together they can overthrow an
empire.

■

●

●

Tyrion is told that Rhaegal and Viserion are not eating so he and Varys go
below the pyramid and Tyrion releases the locking pins on their collars
and both the dragons and Tyrion hastily retreat.
■ Arya being persistent to Waif about she being “no one” eventually finds
herself approached with Jaqen H’ghar who is satisfied tells her she is a
beggar no more.
■ Ramsay murders Roose and then feeds Roose’s wife, Walda, and her
baby boy to the dogs after becoming the new Lord Bolton showing just
how heartless he is.
■ Sansa and Brienne talk and Brienne mentions Arya and Theon wracked
with guilt leaves them to go home.
■ At Pyke King Balon Greyjoy is killed by his younger brother, Euron
Greyjoy on the rope bridge during a storm.
■ Yara tells Aeron Greyjoy her father wanted her to rule but laws are laws.
■ Wildlings come to the aid of Jon’s protectors in an almost bloodless
overthrow. Yay Wun Wun!
■ Ends with the Red Witch bringing Jon back to life. ZOMG!
Episode 3  “Oathbreaker”
○ Daenerys meets her future. Bran meets the past. Tommen confronts the High
Sparrow. Arya trains to be No One. Varys finds an answer. Ramsay gets a gift.
■ Jon being revived kills the 4 who headed his murder.
■ Samwell Tarly takes Gilly and baby Sam to his parents place.
■ Brann has a vision of the Tower of Joy where Ser Arthur duels Eddard
Stark and wins unfairly. A woman screams from the tower and it seems
like Eddard heard Bran but heads inside.
■ Qyburn is in the company of the little birds who had spied for Varys and
wins their favor with candy.
■ Tommen angry visits the High Sparrow and it seems like the High
Sparrow is trying to get the king to listen to the Seven for wisdom.
■ Tyrion finds out that the Wise Masters of Unkai, the Good Masters of
Astapor and the Free City of Volantis have been funding the Sons of the
Harpy. Tyrion wants to send word for a peace agreement.
■ Daenerys learns the khalasars have are going to gather to determine her
fate.
■ Arya continues her training with Waif and Jaqen H’ghar and a fight
between Waif and her breaks out and the blind Arya wins.
■ Arya drinks the water from the well and gets her sight back.
■ Smalljon Umber create an alliance with the Bolton’s against Jon Snow
and the Wildlings and gives Ramsay him Osha and Rickon Stark. Head
of Shaggydog is revealed.
Episode 4  “Book of the Stranger”
○ Tyrion strikes a deal. Jorah and Daario undertake a difficult task. Jaime and
Cersei try to improve their situation.

■

●

●

Margaery impresses High Sparrow with her knowledge of the “Book of the
Stranger”.
■ Tommen tells Cersei that Margaery is going to have a walk of shame.
Plan to have House Tyrell’s army move to take back Margaery.
■ Sansa, Brienne and Podrick show up at the wall where they talk about
taking back Winterfell.
■ Petry Baelish convinces Robin Arryn to muster the Vale knights to march
North and aid Sansa.
■ Osha is killed by Ramsay when she tries to seduce him.
■ Theon returns to Pyke to learn of Balon Greyjoy’s death and insists to
help Yara rule.
■ Tyrion Lannister w/ Grey Worm, Missandei and Varys meet with the
representatives of the Good Masters of Astapor, the Masters of Yunkai,
and the slavetrading city of Volantis and offers the cities a 7 year grace
period to remove slavery and to compensate slave owners.
■ Daenerys declares she will lead the Dothraki and burns all of the khals
alive
Episode 5  “The Door”
○ Tyrion seeks a strange ally. Bran learns a great deal. Brienne goes on a mission.
Arya is given a chance to prove herself.
■ Sansa confronts Petyr Baelish.
■ Sansa tasks Brienne and Podrick to secure Brynden’s, who just took back
Riverrun, help in taking Winterfell.
■ Arya is to kill an actor Lady Crane and suspects Bianca commissioned
the kill.
■ Jorah is tasked with finding a cure for the greyscale infection by
Daenerys.
■ Tyrion talked to Kinvara, a high priestess of the Red Temple of Volantis.
■ Euron Greyjoy steps in and kind of steals the crown from Yara. Yara,
Theon and those loyal to them take off with most of the Iron Fleet.
■ Bran gets learns Leaf’s race created the White Walkers and gets branded
in a vision and then attacked by them. We learn why Hodor is called
Hodor.
Episode 6  “Blood of My Blood”
○ An old foe comes back into the picture. Gilly meets Sam’s family. Arya faces a
difficult choice. Jaime faces off against the High Sparrow.
■ Bran is saved by Benjen Stark who tell Brann he must be the ThreeEyed
Raven.
■ Gilly is found out to be a Wildling and Sam ends up taking Gilly and little
Sam with him.
■ Tommen and Margaery are reunited stopping Jaime and the army of
House Tyrell.

■

●

●

●

Arya warns Lady Crane that Bianca wants her dead. The Waif witnesses
this and reports to Jaqen who allows the Waif to kill Arya. Arya retrieves
Needle. Arya retrieves Needle!
■ Daenerys Targaryen is now leading 100,000 Dothraki and declares the
entire khalasar as her bloodriders.
Episode 7  “ The Broken Man”
○ The High Sparrow eyes another target. Jaime confronts a hero. Arya makes a
plan. The North is reminded.
■ Sandor Clegane surviving his wounds with Brienne helps a town rebuild
and while in the forest the villagers are murdered and Brother Ray is
hanged. Angered he grabs an axe and heads out to get retribution.
■ Margaery tells her grandmother , Olenna to go home giving her a private
message indicating she’s trying to trick the High Sparrow.
■ Jon, Sansa, Davos Seaworth search for allies to retake Winterfell. Their
meeting with Lyanna , the tenyear old head of House Mormont was
great. House Glover outright rejects them.
■ Blackfish declines Jaime’s offer to surrender Riverrun.
■ Yara is taking the Iron Fleet to Meereen to form an alliance with Daenerys
before Euron does.
■ Arya confronts the Waif who stabs Arya. Arya left stumbling in the streets
trying to get away from the Waif.
Episode 8  “No One”
○ While Jaime weighs his options, Cersei answers a request. Tyrion's plans bear
fruit. Arya faces a new test.
■ Lady Crane finds Arya injured and helps her treat the injuries. Lady
Crane is killed by the Waif and Arya leads the Waif into a trap. Jaqen
H’ghar fins that Arya has removed the Waif’s face and to the Hall of
Faces.
■ Sandor Clegane gets his revenge on the members of the Brotherhood
Without Banners.
■ Meereen is attacked by a large fleet of ships from Astapor, Yunkai and
Volantis. Daenerys returns with Dogan at the end.
■ Ser Gregor Clegane kills a Faith Militant horrifically while protecting
Cersei. Tommen announces trial by combat will be forbidden in the
Seven Kingdoms and Cersei will stand trial before seven septons.
■ Jaime and Brienne scene. Jaime ends the siege by letting Edmure go
who orders the guards to step down and to hand over Blackfish. Brienne
and Podrick row quietly away in a boat.
Episode 9  “Battle of the Bastards”
○ As the Starks prepare to fight, Davos loses something dear. Ramsay plays a
game. Daenerys faces a choice.
■ Dragons vs boats.. Dragons win.

■

●

Theon and Yara meet with Tyrion and Daenerys and add their ships to
the fleet.
■ Big battle of the Bastards.
Episode 10  “The Winds of Winter”
○ Cersei stands trial for her crimes, while Jaime celebrates victory with Walder Frey
at The Twins. Davos confronts Jon about Melisandre's actions, and Littlefinger
reveals his intentions to Sansa. Meanwhile, Bran continues his quest for
knowledge in the far North as "winter" finally arrives.
■ Arya assassinates Lord Walder.
■ OMG. Cersei’s plan blows ups the Sept with wildfire. Nice. Tommen kills
himself. Cersei visits Septa Unella and has Ser Gregor Clegane torture
her.
■ Sam is amazed by the Citadel’s massive library.
■ Bran dropped off at the wall by his Uncle and sees the vision of his father
and Aunt Lyanna who tell Ned the identity of the child who has dark
colored eyes, the same as Jon.
■ Jon and Sansa form alliances with everyone with the help of Lyanna
Mormont.
■ Daario Naharis is left to handle the city as Tyrion and Daenerys with the
fleet and dragons begin heading to Westeros.

